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US ENTRY WAIVER SERVICES
US ENTRY WAIVER EXAMINERS.
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US ENTRY WAIVER SERVICES
US ENTRY WAIVER RESOLUTION.
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Research and USA border presentation.
RESEARCH AND USA BORDER PRESENTATION.

We are always there for you virtually 24 hours a day and 7 days a week.
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US ENTRY WAIVER SERVICES
Don't Let Your Criminal Record or U.S. Immigration Violation Keep you out of the United States. Let us offer you freedom.
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US ENTRY WAIVER SERVICES
Come Visit Us At Any Of Our Many Locations To Include Beautiful Vancouver B.C.
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US ENTRY WAIVER SERVICES
Be Careful That Your Good Night Out does not Cause You To Lose Your US Entry Waiver.
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we offer limo service for our high roller and V.I.P WAIVER APPLICANTS.
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US ENTRY WAIVER SERVICES


Our speciality is that our U.S. Immigration Law Intelligence Analysts will prepare your U.S. Entry Waiver Application to clear you to enter the USA if you need a waiver and also help in us entry waiver renewal and criminal record removal . US entry waiver services guide you in how to apply for a US entry waiver whether it’s entering the United States for business, temporary work, tourism, or transit. Let us get you a waiver to enter us from Canada, surrey us border crossing. We do tend to focus on and excel at resolving the extremely complex and violent crime us entry waiver cases. However, please see our speciality boxes below to discover all the areas in which we clearly excel and specialize.
Again, our goal and speciality are to relieve your headache and prepare your US Entry Waiver for and to receive a successful and favourable decision by CBP. We do not offer legal advice or legal services. Waivers are not considered legal entities by DHS. Essentially, CBP allows anyone to prepare your waiver. The difference with us is that we have the knowledge and skills to do it properly since some of our staff formerly worked for the American federal government.
At US Entry Waiver Services – Our waiver applicants appreciate our straightforward and bluntly honest approach. As a result, a very large number of our applicants come to us by referral. Our staff members have also received awards, recognition, and certification from select U.S. government agencies, societies and associations. Rest assured that your us entry waiver application or border crossing problem is in good hands. Our us entry waiver service is available in “Surrey, Burnaby, Vancouver, Abbotsford, Edmonton, Calgary, Brampton, Toronto, Tallinn, Estonia and London, UK.”
There are many unquestionable reasons why you should choose to use our services as opposed to competitors. One major advantage that we have over them is that we previously enforced these same laws as CBP when we formerly worked as law enforcement officers and law enforcement trainers in a state and federal capacity in Washington State. Still, an additional advantage that we have is the resources and ability to turn around a previous waiver denial that you received on your prior US Entry Waiver Case when you used a Discount Waiver company and/or lawyer. 
Our final advantage is that we have in our possession and use the same adjudication material, manuals, regulations, pamphlets and criteria that CBP uses regarding how they adjudicate and approve a waiver case.  This means that we can balance your case issues against the aforementioned material and predict with 99% accuracy whether CBP will approve or deny your waiver case. We do not like to take on a waiver case if we believe that you will get denied. We will let you know upfront if we feel in our opinion and experience whether your case will get approved or denied.
We also have access to the professional resources and techniques used by high-end Los Angeles law firms to resolve USA border crossing issues. We incorporate this material into the preparation and presentation of your US Entry Waiver Applications. This means that your case will receive the same quality and appearance as if it is coming from the aforementioned firms but not at the Los Angeles area rate. Check out our i-192 waiver processing time in 2023.
US Entry Waiver 2024 – US Waiver Application for Canadians.



Our speciality is that our U.S. Immigration Law Intelligence Analysts will prepare your U.S. Entry Waiver Application to clear you to enter the USA if you need a waiver. This includes whether it’s entering the United States for business, temporary work, tourism, or transit. Let us get you a waiver to enter us from Canada, surrey us border crossing. We do tend to focus on and excel at resolving the extremely complex and violent crime us entry waiver cases. However, please see our speciality boxes below to discover all the areas in which we clearly excel and specialize.


Read More
Again, our goal and speciality are to relieve your headache and prepare your US Entry Waiver for and to receive a successful and favourable decision by CBP. We do not offer legal advice or legal services. Waivers are not considered legal entities by DHS. Essentially, CBP allows anyone to prepare your waiver. The difference with us is that we have the knowledge and skills to do it properly since some of our staff formerly worked for the American federal government.



At US Entry Waiver Services – Our waiver applicants appreciate our straightforward and bluntly honest approach. As a result, a very large number of our applicants come to us by referral. Our staff members have also received awards, recognition, and certification from select U.S. government agencies, societies and associations. Rest assured that your us entry waiver application or border crossing problem is in good hands. Our us entry waiver service is available in “Surrey, Burnaby, Vancouver, Abbotsford, Edmonton, Calgary, Brampton, Toronto, Tallinn, Estonia and London, UK.”





There are many unquestionable reasons why you should choose to use our services as opposed to competitors. One major advantage that we have over them is that we previously enforced these same laws as CBP when we formerly worked as law enforcement officers and law enforcement trainers in a state and federal capacity in Washington State. Still, an additional advantage that we have is the resources and ability to turn around a previous waiver denial that you received on your prior US Entry Waiver Case when you used a Discount Waiver company and/or lawyer.
Our final advantage is that we have in our possession and use the same adjudication material, manuals, regulations, pamphlets and criteria that CBP uses regarding how they adjudicate and approve a waiver case.  This means that we can balance your case issues against the aforementioned material and predict with 99% accuracy whether CBP will approve or deny your waiver case. We do not like to take on a waiver case if we believe that you will get denied. We will let you know upfront if we feel in our opinion and experience whether your case will get approved or denied.
We also have access to the professional resources and techniques used by high-end Los Angeles law firms to resolve USA border crossing issues. We incorporate this material into the preparation and presentation of your US Entry Waiver Applications. This means that your case will receive the same quality and appearance as if it is coming from the aforementioned firms but not at the Los Angeles area rate. Check out our i-192 waiver processing time in 2024.
US Entry Waiver 2024 – US Waiver Application for Canadians.





Canada Pardons: US Entry Waiver Services


Criminal Record Removal


We are a nationwide organisation that helps people get their criminal records removed. We are always delighted to help anyone with applications to get criminal rehabilitated and US entry waivers – Canada Pardons.



Read More
By providing hope, we encourage constructive behaviour. Many people have made regretful mistakes that necessitate the erasure or suspension of a criminal record. Those who have given up illegal activities have a genuine chance to start over and transform their lives for the better. We can assist in removing the stigma and humiliation associated with past criminal activity. By assisting our clients in obtaining criminal pardons, we make it easier for them to live, work, and travel. They become better neighbours, citizens, and parents as a result.





By providing hope, we encourage constructive behavior. Many people have made regretful mistakes that necessitate the erasure or suspension of a criminal record removal. Those who have given up illegal activities have a genuine chance to start over and transform their lives for the better. We can assist in removing the stigma and humiliation associated with past criminal activity. By assisting our clients in obtaining criminal pardons, we make it easier for them to live, work, and travel. They become better neighbors, citizens, and parents as a result.
NEED A US ENTRY WAIVER?
If you’ve ever been denied entry into the US, obtaining a US Entry Waiver is essential. It’s crucial to apply for the waiver well in advance of your travel plans and reservations to ensure it’s ready when needed. You’ll need a US Entry Waiver if you answer yes to any of the following points:
	Have a criminal record in Canada or the United States.
	Worked illegally in the United States.
	Have been deported at least once from the US.
	Were caught in possession of narcotics, false documents, or contraband when attempting to cross the border.

Attempting to cross the US border without proper documentation is not only risky but can also result in financial loss, as you may forfeit money spent on accommodation, rental vehicles, and other plans. Moreover, such actions not only endanger yourself but also pose risks to any travel companions, who could be charged with harboring an illegal immigrant, regardless of whether they were aware of your criminal record. This could have lasting consequences for their future as well. If you’re unsure whether you need a US Entry Waiver, refer to our Quick Guide for US Entry Waivers for further clarification.
United States Entry Waivers – Important News
Upcoming legislative changes may soon make it tougher to secure a Canadian pardon. With the possibility of longer waiting periods and higher costs on the horizon, it’s essential not to procrastinate any further. Don’t miss out on the opportunity to clear your criminal record swiftly. By taking action promptly, you can avoid the need for US Entry Waivers altogether. Reach out to us today, and we’ll gladly assist you in this process, ensuring peace of mind for your future travels.


Canadian Pardon Eligibility Today


After all sentences have been served and a waiting time of good behaviour has passed, a person is eligible for a pardon. A sentence may include a fine, probation, or even incarceration. At our organization, we also frequently see sentences that include house arrest and community service. Although the term “good conduct” is ambiguous, it can be boiled down to mean abiding by the law. Be aware that a driving or gun prohibition order does not have to have expired for the waiting period to start – Canadian Pardon Eligibility
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How Fast Is Esafe Waiver 2024
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US Entry Waiver US Govt Fee Increase 1 April 2024 Fm 585USD to 1100USD
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A Client Scammed By A Discount Waiver Company
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   Urszula Ksiazek 
 2023-08-14
 
 
  I’m so impressed with work Ken did with our applications . Professionally and with attention to the smallest details.He walked us through the entire process quickly and efficiently, even the trip to the border was a pleasure, Ken took care of that too.
My husband can finally travel freely to the US after being banned for years!
Thanks so much Ken!
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   nanette beard 
 2023-07-08
 
 
  I recently utilized the services of US Entry Waiver Services, and I must say that I am extremely impressed with the level of professionalism and expertise they exhibited throughout the entire process. From the moment I contacted them, their team, led by Ken, provided outstanding support and guidance.
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   jeanie goodman 
 2023-07-08
 
 
  Ken's knowledge and understanding of US entry waivers were evident from our initial consultation. He patiently listened to my concerns and addressed each one with clarity and confidence. He explained the intricacies of the process in a way that was easy to understand, and I felt assured that I was in capable hands.
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   Sunat Abdulloev 
 2023-07-01
 
 
  I have been going to Ken and his organization for years now. He is a straight shooter and a bluntly honest guy. Contact these guys and save yourself from being disappointed with the crooked lawyers and others out there.
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   Pradeep Vm 
 2023-04-22
 
 
  Positive: Professionalism, Quality, Responsiveness, Value

Ken scott is  very professional and very responsive. he guided me through in each and every step of the process. I felt confident and comfortable about my usa waiver process .  I got my second waiver application approved for 5 years.
I  highly recommend ken scott  ( us entry waiver services)
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   Samuel B 
 2023-04-05
 
 
  One of the most helpful places I’ve ever called. They actually gave me a real answer without trying to get money out of me. Def def call them and see if you can get the waiver.
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   baljinder jagpal 
 2023-03-01
 
 
  Ken Scott helped me get US waiver very helpful he made the process so easy for me he is a gentleman I will highly recommend his services
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   kam josan 
 2022-09-23
 
 
  Really happy with their service. Ken made the whole process really simple and easy.  Glad I went with them to apply for US waiver.
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   Jason Bempong 
 2022-08-05
 
 
  I'm extremely grateful for the help I recieved from Ken and his team  They made the process smooth and easy to comprehend with a very personal touch. I highly recommend working with them!
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US ENTRY WAIVER LESS
Complex Issues/QUICKER TO FIX



These are things like Armed Robbery, Assaulting Police, Attempted Murder, Cross Border Drug Smuggling, Death Threats, Drive-By Shooting, Gangsterism(Former), Gun Smuggling, Home Invasions, Loan Sharks, Money Laundering, Manslaughter, Spousal Assault, and need a waiver. We have the experience to help you.


Read More…








Book A Consultation
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US ENTRY WAIVER SERIOUS/
VERY Complex Issues LONGER TO FIX



These are things like Admitting To Drug Use To CBP, Child Molestation, Cabotage/Interstating/Point to Point  Truck Driving, Deportations, 5 Year Bans, Fake Names, False Statements, Overstays, Sex Assault, Rape, Ties & Equities Issues, Working Without A Visa, and need a waiver. We have the experience to help you.


Read More…








Book A Consultation
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US ENTRY WAIVER PERMANENT
CLEARANCE LETTERS


Did you know that some people can get cleared for life? However, this depends on your own particular situation. We have previously obtained these September Letters for clients on complex cases.



Read More…





Book A Consultation
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US ENTRY WAIVER
FOR PPT


Did you formerly work as a Collector, Drug Dealer, Enforcer, Cultivator/Grower and need a waiver? We have helped many individuals that literally made the news on CTV and Global in the 1990s and 2000s. We have the experience to help you.


Read More…





Book A Consultation
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FIXING YOUR PRIOR
US ENTRY WAIVER DENIAL


If your us entry waiver application was denied, we have the experience and knowledge to turn your denial into an approval.



Read More…




Book A Consultation
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US ENTRY WAIVER FOR ADMITTING
TO WEED SMOKING TO CBP


Did you admit to a CBP officer at the border that you previously smoked reefer or did rails and bumps? Did he then say that you needed a waiver? Well we can fix this problem since we have the experience to help you.



Read More…




Book A Consultation
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5 YEAR BANS FROM ENTERING THE USA


Did CBP give you an Expedited Removal and 5, 10, 20 years or lifetime ban and need a waiver? We have the experience to help you.


Read More..





Book A Consultation
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ALIEN SMUGGLING



A better life and a great future are some of the compelling temptations people succumb to, which in turn leads them to enter their dream country like the USA illegally. We have the experience to help you.


Read More…




Book A Consultation
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MISREPRESENTATION


Did CBP catch you using false personal info or fake I.D. at the border to gain entry to the USA? Did they tell you to get a waiver? We can help you with this problem since we have the experience to help you.


Read More…





Book A Consultation
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WHAT HAPPENS IF A CANADIAN OVERSTAY IN THE US



Did you overstay your time in the USA and need a waiver? We have the experience to help you.


Read More…




Book A Consultation
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TIES AND EQUITIES TO YOUR HOME COUNTRY


Countries such as United States will offer visa-free travel to citizens of Canada and Bermuda. We can help you get a waiver if CBP tells you that you need one.


Read More…





Book A Consultation
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US Entry Waiver FOR FORMER MASSAGE RELIEF WORK


Did the border accuse you of massage related work? Did you get the 10 year ban? We can help you get a waiver to fix this problem.


Read More…





Book A Consultation
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REHABILITATION GOAL



The goal of rehabilitation is to help people return to their normal daily activities and improve their overall quality of life.

Read More…





Book A Consultation
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Click here to get a US Entry Waiver
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Our Testimonial








Have a look at what some of them have to say about us.
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I had drug charges from 1999 in California. I made several calls to pardon companies. One big thing that separated these from the others was that they only charged me one single fee. This fee covered everything!
BRIAN (BIG MAN)
From ABBOTSFORD
10 AUGUST 2008
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Thank you for providing such a valuable service. Your staff was extremely helpful and I am so happy with outcome. I wish all businesses would treat their customers as you do. I have recommend you to my friends. Thanks again for your help.
MANDEEP
From SURREY
10 OCTOBER 2010
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This is great program! I spent 6 months in the jail in Seattle for drugs. The company fix all of my border problems. They even fixed the deportation problem. They gave me life back. I would recommend this company to fix your problem too.
SUKHWINDER SINGH
From SURREY
28 MARCH 2011
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You people are a life saver. I can't believe what you guys have done for me!. I had been crossing the border for 30 years with no problem. 4 months ago, I got sent inside and they grilled me for hours. I just had 2 assault charges and 3 theft charges. The pricks inside yelled at me and threw a waiver packet on the table in front of me. They told me to bring it back filled out.
MIKE
From LANGLEY
30 JUNE 2014










US ENTRY WAIVER 
APPLICATION FOR CANADIANS







People can find themselves inadmissible to the U.S for many reasons. Fortunately, some of these problems can be solved by applying for a us entry waiver.
The Admissibility Review Office (“A.R.O.”).
The A.R.O., which is located in the Arlington, Virginia, is part of C.B.P. Since 2007, it has been the sole agency charged with adjudicating waiver applications.





Click here to get a US Entry Waiver







Click Here For More Info







Have any Questions? We’d love to hear from you.
Here’s how to get in touch with us.


Please enable JavaScript in your browser to complete this form.
Name *First
Last


Email *
Numbers *
Comment or Message *
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Special  Achievements








Some special things to keep in mind when you retain us to do your US Entry Waiver, September Letter or Border Clearance Case



Waiver Approval Rate			

99%





Lifetime Clearances Approved			

85%





Our people not hassled by CBP when filing for a US Entry Waiver			

75%





People Cleared Without Needing a US Entry Waiver			

50%





Waiver Denial Rates			
1%







Our Goal







Our goal is for you to get approved to enter the USA. This is why we do not list fees since we charge only for the time in preparing your application since some take longer to prepare than others. The good thing is that we have vast experience with waiver applications and have a 100% success rate.





READ MORE
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information on criminal background checks and fingerprinting
Posted by UEWJanuary 16, 2024Comments: 0
In today’s security-conscious world, criminal background checks and fingerprinting play a pivotal role in ensuring safety and reliability across various…
Read More
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A Complete Guide on Where to Find Best US Immigration Lawyers in the USA
Posted by UEWNovember 1, 2023Comments: 0
In the complex world of US immigration law, having the right legal guidance can make all the difference in your…
Read More
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Who Can Help Me Remove My Criminal Record from Background Checks?
Posted by UEWOctober 21, 2023Comments: 0
A criminal record can haunt you long after you’ve served your sentence. It can create barriers to employment, housing, and…
Read More
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We’re based in beautiful Surrey, B.C., Canada. We are also in Burnaby, Vancouver, Winnipeg, Calgary, Edmonton, London U.K., Estonia, and Washington State







Direct#: 604 562-8140
Office and Fax No.: 1 888 908-3841





Facebook
					



Twitter
					



Youtube
					





US Entry Waivers


	

						
Us Entry Waiver Less Complex Issues

	

						
Us Entry Waiver Serious / Very Complex Issues






Open Time


Opening Day:
Monday – Friday: 9am to 7pm
Saturday: 8am to 6pm
Vacation:
All Sunday Day
All Vacation Holiday




Our Map Location








Disclaimer:- The information contained herein does not, and is not intended to, constitute legal advice. Instead, all information, content, and materials available on this site is general in nature and is not and should not be considered legal advice.












				


Office Tel					

1 888 908-3841








				


Email Us					

[email protected]








				


Corporate Mailing Centre					

182-7184 120TH St Surrey, B.C., V3W 0M6











“Please note that due to the nature of our work and some people that we deal with, all personnel may be subject to security screening prior to arrival at any of our locations. Also note that firearms or other weapons are not allowed at our locations except by law enforcement.”
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  Book A Consultation
Please enable JavaScript in your browser to complete this form.
Name *First
Last


Email *
Subject *
Please Select A Consultation Topic *US ENTRY WAIVER LESS COMPLEX ISSUES
US ENTRY WAIVER SERIOUS VERY COMPLEX ISSUES
US ENTRY WAIVER PERMANENT CLEARANCE LETTERS
US ENTRY WAIVER FOR PPT
FIXING YOUR PRIOR US ENTRY WAIVER DENIAL
US ENTRY WAIVER FOR ADMITTING TO WEED SMOKING TO CBP
DEPORTATIONS and 5 YEAR BANS
ALIEN SMUGGLING
MISREPRESENTATION
OVERSTAYED
TIES AND EQUITIES TO THE USA
US ENTRY WAIVER SCAM LIST
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Free Consultation
Please enable JavaScript in your browser to complete this form.
Name *First
Last


Email *
Numbers *
Comment or Message *
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